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ABSTRACT 
As the electronic industry advances rapidly, the shrunk dimension of the device leads to more stringent requirement on 
process control and quality assurance. For instance, the tiny size of the solder bumps grown on wafers for direct die-to-
die bonding pose great challenge to the inspection of the bumps’ 3D quality. Traditional pattern projection method of 
recovering 3D is about projecting a light pattern to the inspected surface and imaging the illuminated surface from one or 
more points of view. However, image saturation and the specular nature of the bump surface are issues. This paper 
proposes a new 3D reconstruction mechanism for inspecting the surface of such wafer bumps. It is still based upon the 
light pattern projection framework, but uses the Ronchi pattern  a pattern that contrasts with the traditionally used gray 
level one. With the use of a parallel or point light source in combination with a binary grating, it allows a discrete pattern 
to be projected onto the inspected surface. As the projected pattern is binary, the image information is binary as well. 
With such a bright-or-dark world for each image position, the above-mentioned difficult issues are avoided.  
Preliminary study shows that the mechanism holds promises that existing approaches do not. 
Keywords: Three-Dimensional Reconstruction, Binary Pattern Projection, Ronchi Pattern, Wafer Bump, Codeword, 
Specular surface.
1. INTRODUCTION 
As the electronic industry advances rapidly toward manufacturing smaller, lighter, faster, and cheaper products, area 
array packages including BGA, CSP, flip chips, wafer bumping and wafer-level packaging (WLP) quickly become the 
focus of IC packaging technology. They could help improve device performance and manufacturability, and ultimately 
reduce cost. 
However, the shrunk dimension of the device also leads to more stringent requirement on process control and quality 
assurance. A particular challenge is the advancement of vision technique for inspecting the 3D surface of wafer bump 
accurately and efficiently. Specifically, bump heights need to be measured and examined in 3D to see if they are 
defective. However, the tiny size of the wafer bumps - which are typically of diameter 60 microns or so - make 
traditional technologies for inspecting PCB solder bumps not applicable.  
There have been a few inspection mechanisms proposed for wafer bumps: laser triangulation[5,13,14], confocal 
microscopy[4,6,7,10,12], and gray-level pattern projection[1,2,3,8,9,11]. However, laser triangulation is of low speed 
and low resolution, confocal microscopy involves moving parts and has limitation in its operation speed, and gray-level 
pattern projection has the problems of image brightness saturation and high sensitivity to noise. 
Pattern projection method is about projecting a light pattern and capturing image of the illuminated scene from one or 
more points of view. If the pattern is made binary or discrete, the problems of image brightness saturation and sensitivity 
to noise could be relieved, since only bright or dark instead of a gray level intensity needs be concerned. By changing the 
binary pattern a number of times, each time capturing a distinct image of the illuminated surface, one could attach each 
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position on the illuminated surface with a binary code in the sequence of captured images.  By the use of suitable 
changes in the pattern, the binary code could even be made unique for each surface position. With such binary codes, 
position correspondences between the image plane and the projected pattern could be easily established.  3D 
reconstruction is then possible on these coded points via triangulation. 
In traditional binary pattern projection, the illumination pattern is constructed by an array of LCD light sources. However, 
such arrangement is not suitable for wafer bump inspection. The reason is, for the patterned light to cover a significant 
area of the surface of each wafer bump (and thus allow it to be reconstructed more fully in 3D), the physical area 
occupied by the light sources has to span a large space. That is undesirable as it could hinder the operation of the various 
moving parts involved in wafer processing. 
This work aims at coming up with a new 3D reconstruction mechanism that is based upon the Ronchi pattern projection 
framework but occupies only a small physical area. It aims at achieving an inspection device that is of small size yet 
capable of reconstructing a large area of each wafer bump. More precisely, we propose to use a parallel or point light 
source in combination with a Ronchi grating to allow a discrete pattern to be projected onto the inspected surface. As 
only a single light source is needed the whole system is compact occupying only a small physical size. To change the 
Ronchi pattern in every image snapshot, the Ronchi pattern will be shifted in space with respect to the stationary light 
source and inspected surface and camera. As pointed out earlier, since the projected pattern is binary, the image 
information is binary as well. With such a bright-or-dark world for each image position, issues like image saturation and 
specular nature of the imaged surface could be avoided. Preliminary study through theoretical analysis and empirical 
experiments on synthetic and real image data show that the mechanism holds a number of advantages over existing 
approaches. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we outline how Ronchi pattern projection could help recover 
3D structure. In Section 3 we show some preliminary experimental results that demonstrate the validity of proposed 
approach.  Concluding remarks are presented in Section 4. 
2.  RONCHI PATTERN PROJECTION METHOD 
Continuous grating method (e.g., sinusoidal grating method) uses gray-level intensities to determine phase displacement 
and then surface profile.  Because of the dependence on the absolute value of the perceived intensity, it has to tackle 
problems like brightness saturation, multi-reflections, and noise or disturbance to gray level brightness. 
2.1 Correspondence Establishment  
If the continuous fringe pattern is replaced by Ronchi (i.e., light-passing and light-blocking) pattern, a distinct binary 
code would be given to each surface point through a number of physical shifting of the fringe grating and imaging of the 
illuminated surface. Such binary codes are observable in both the fringe grating and the image data, and would allow 
position correspondences between the fringe grating plane and the image plane be established.  Such correspondences, 
each induced by a surface point on the illuminated surface, would in turn allow the 3D shape of the illuminated surface 
to be reconstructed. 
For simplicity, suppose that the optical axes of the camera and illumination (we define the optical axis of the 
illumination as the line that contains the source of illumination and is perpendicular to the fringe grating plane) are 
aligned so that they are co-planar.  We shall refer to the plane that contains both optical axes as P3 .  As illustrated 
by Fig. 1, suppose also that the Ronchi grating is placed so that its plane is parallel to the line V that joins the camera’s 
optical center and the light source, its fringes’ direction is perpendicular to plane P3 , and its motion is in the direction 
of V.  When pattern is projected onto the target surface, the surface will appear to have some bright or dark zones.   
By shifting the grating a number of times, each time capturing a new image of the target surface using the camera, a 
binary codeword is developed for each image position over the sequence of captured images.  The image position 
corresponds to a particular position on the target surface and in turn a particular position on the grating plane, and the 
associated codeword is readable from both the image data and the Ronchi grating.  Fig. 2 illustrates the codeword of a 
particular position on the grating, where a dark fringe corresponds to a “0” and a bright fringe a “1”.   
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Fringe grating motion direction V 
Fig. 1.  Optical geometry for measurement. 
Positions on the same fringe will have exactly the same codeword, so the fringe grating motion alone only induces line-
to-contour correspondences between the grating plane and the image plane.  However, correspondence ambiguity 
within each fringe could be resolved by the use of the epipolar geometry that exists over the camera and the illumination 
source (on the epipolar geometry, the illumination source is to be regarded as the optical center of a second camera, and 
the fringe grating plane as the image plane of that camera).  By the use of both the codeword and the epipolar geometry, 
point-to-point correspondences between the grating plane and image plane could ultimately be established.  
2.2  3D Measurement   
Consider the system geometry shown in Fig. 1, where a collimated Ronchi pattern of period p is projected, at an offset 
angle T from the imaging direction, onto first a reference plane 3 and then later a 3D object, where for every image 
position (x,y) the object shape ),( yxh measured from the reference plane is desired.  Here we assume that the 
reference plane is perpendicular to plane P3  the plane that contains the optical axes of both the camera and the 
illumination. 
Suppose AD is the detector on the image plane that measures the image information associated with point A on the 
reference plane 3.  Suppose CD  is another detector on the image plane that measures the image information at point 
C on 3, which happens to be also the detector associated with point J on the object due to the overlap in the projection 
rays as illustrated in Fig. 1.  The binary information sensed at CD  is the same as that sensed at AD  due to the same 
pattern projection, so the correspondence between CD  and AD  could be established by simply observing the Ronchi 
patterns at the two image positions in the reference plane image data and the object image data respectively. 
Suppose A and J are projections of the same Ronchi pattern on the reference plane and the 3D object respectively.  
Suppose that A is in the ith column of the reference image (i.e., detector AD is in the ith column of the camera CCD 
array), and J is in the jth column of the object image (i.e., detector CD is in the jth column of the CCD array).  
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Suppose also that the CCD resolution is CCDR (in terms of um/pixel) and magnification of imaging system is M (in
terms of magnified times).  The distance AC can be determined form the separation of i and j in the image plane as: 
M
R
jiAC CCD                                            (1) 
Fig. 2.  Codeword production mechanism.  
In turn, AC is related to the surface height BJh   by: 
)cot/(tan)cot/(tan cCCDc M
RjiACBJh TTTT                  (2) 
where the angles T  and cT  are as shown in Fig. 1.  In practice, since the image sensing array is very small compared 
with the imaging distance and could be adjusted to have an orientation almost orthogonal to the reference plane,  cT  is 




jiACh CCD                           (3) 
The above equation is used to obtain depth. 
3.  PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS 
We have implemented the proposed system and tested it with micro-objects of size 40~800 microns in the diameter, 
whose surface reflectivity and size are the same as those of the wafer bumps the system is targeted at.   
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3.1  System Setup 
Calibration should be done first, which ensures that the illumination, the imaging, the grating plane, and the grating 
motion are aligned properly.  The optical axes of the camera and illumination should be on the same plane P3 .  The 
Ronchi grating should have its plane parallel to the line B that joins the camera’s optical center and the light source, its 
fringes’ direction perpendicular to plane P3 , and its motion in the direction of B.  It is also required that the reference 
plane be positioned so that it is perpendicular to plane P3 .   
A Ronchi grating with period 200 microns and an incident angle $30 T of projection was adopted. The projection 
system consisted of an illuminator and several sets of lens. The grating was shifted in space 5 times, each time by 20 
microns.  The magnification of the projection system was 3 times, which means the projected pattern would be enlarged 
3 times to have a period of 600 microns on the inspected surface.  The imaging system had a magnification of 0.75 
times, a resolution of 1000×1000, and a pixel size of 7.4 micron × 7.4 micron in the CCD sensing array.  
3.2  Operation Details 
In the calibration phase, we projected the fringe pattern onto a sheet of white paper, which serves as the reference plane 
3.  By this step, a codeword for each position on the reference plane 3 was transferred from the corresponding position 
on the grating plane.  Depth determination processing could thus be transferred from over the grating-and-image plane-
pair to over the reference-and-image plane-pair, through the use of Equation (3) above.  The image sequence for the 
reference plane is shown in Fig. 3. 
In the operation phase, we projected the same fringe pattern onto the target object. With 5 shifting of the pattern and 
imaging of the illuminated object, we established also a codeword for each point on the inspected surface. To put simply, 
the codeword is the sequence of “1”s and “0”s in the image sequence (shown in Fig. 4) at every image position.   
                    1                                             2                                                3   
                   4                                              5                                               6 
Fig. 3.  Image sequence of the reference plane in the calibration phase under Ronchi pattern projection.   
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3.3  Result 
Since the wafer surface is made of metal solder and substrate, the surface reflectivity on it could vary from being 
specular to being diffuse.  This leads to difficulty in converting the captured gray level image to the expected binary 
image, as observed from Fig. 4.  Traditional methods of binarizing an image could cause much error.  We use a novel 
approach for intensity binarization on inspected surface with uneven reflectivity.   By the use of a novel edge detection 
mechanism on the spatial-temporal volume of the associated image data, the gray-level images can be converted to 
binary image.  From the binarized image sequence, we obtain the codeword maps (shown in Fig. 5 and 6, where 
different colors represent different codewords) for the reference plane and the inspected surface respectively.  With the 
two codeword maps, corresponding point pairs in the two maps could be obtained by associating image points with the 
same sequence of “1”s and “0”s. With the correspondences, 3D position or depth disparity could be estimated for each 
point of the inspected surface using the method outlined in Section II. Fig. 7 shows the 3D reconstruction of the 
inspected surface.   
                    1                                             2                                                3   
                   4                                              5                                               6 
Fig. 4.  Image sequence of the inspected surface in the operation phase under projection of the same pattern.   
We would like to point out that in our current implementation we only consider image points that are close to the edge of 
the Ronchi pattern in at least one of the captured images, and attempt correspondence extraction and 3D reconstruction at 
those points only.  The reason is, for other (non-edge) places in the image, neighboring image positions might have 
similar or the same codeword due to the limited image resolution, and that would compromise the accuracy in their 3D 
reconstruction.  We found from our experiments that image positions that are edge points in either one of the captured 
images constitute about 50% of all the image positions, and at such positions depth could be recovered directly.  As for 
the 3D information of the other 50% of the image positions, we suggest that they be interpolated from those of the edge 
points. 
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4.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
A new approach for reconstructing wafer bumps has been presented.  Empirical analyses show that the approach could 
effectively reconstruct 3D for even very small objects.  Because of its discrete nature, the approach has a number of 
advantages over existing methods: it suffers less from (1) image brightness saturation; (2) specular nature of the solder 
surface, and (3) effect of noise to image data.  Future work includes 3D reconstruction for non-edge points in the image 
data, optimal design of the grating, and extension of the approach for tackling the problem of multiple reflections. 
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Fig. 5.  Codeword Map for Reference Plane.          Fig. 6.  Codeword Map for Inspected Surface. 
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Fig. 7.  3D reconstruction of the inspected surface by the proposed method, as observed from different angles. 
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